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The RIVERBROS project was born in 2014 thanks to the great friendship 
between three dj-artists from Bassano del Grappa (Italy): Alessandro Doro, 

Marco Meneghello and Alex Citton.The three of them started approaching to 
music since their youth: Ale, fond of rock, also plays the drums and invented 

the big Italian After Tea “Beat Bit” (guest played: Ralf, Silvie Loto, Pasta Boys); 
Marco, fan of the disco music and in love with music since he was a child, 

organized dj set by Albert Marzinotto, Giuliano Veronese and many more; Alex, 
a hip hop and electro music fanatic, as a teenager enjoys with analog 

synthesizers and scratch with the big producer DJ Activator aka Manuel 
Tessarollo (For the following 5 years performed as a special guest on some 
major events and clubs in the north east of Italy like: Fabula, Strauss Tour, 

Sonar, Under Construction, Energy Club, Ecu and Fuse..)
In the summer of 2014 the three guys try to merge their friendship, their 

passion for music and all the dj sets done till then, creating a high-quality 
project, which would be fun and that would manage to combine the different 

passions of all its members.
Shortly the project becomes stronger, allowing the Riverbros to perform at the 

most important events and festivals of the Veneto musical landscape.
Just to mention some...: FREAK!, SPRING BREAK, HOLI Festival, 

ASBRONZATISSIMI are just some of the events that have hosted the three 
artists.

Their performances are characterized by hits which make people go wild and 
by total fun behind the console.

They are now preparing for the summer, when they will release their first single 
at the beginning of July 2016.

Usual Dj set: HIPHOP/COMMERCIAL/EDM & ROCK.
And here's their philosophy:

“If you don't have the physique, JUST STAY AT HOME!” 

History



Big Events
Spring Break
Holi Festival

Sherwood Festival
Ferrock

A.M.A. Music Festiva
Eutropia Festival

New Year’s Eve in Rome

City tour
Umago (Croazia)

Padova / Milano / Torino / Treviso / Roma (Italia)

Guest:
Ty1

Symbiz
General Leavy

Digitalism
Micheal Calfan

Dj Activator













Michele
+39 349 1612135

info@uraniacorporation.com

contact
facebook.com/riverbrosdj
instagram.com/riverbros


